“J. A. Hitchcock uses her own experience as the victim of a cyberstalker to help
others avoid the very real problems of online crime.”
—St. Petersburg Times
“Hitchcock thoughtfully discusses every major type of online crime, including
identity theft, credit card fraud, cyber stalking, and harassment. Each chapter is
cleverly structured, beginning with the presentation of a cyber crime topic and then
illustrating that topic with actual case examples.”
—Journal of High Technology Law
“Net Crimes & Misdemeanors conveys, in clear and direct language, what to do
when faced with electronic attacks, online opportunists, and con artists. ... Each
chapter gives the reader strategies and places to go for help.”
—Business Information Alert
“From protecting children whilst on the Net, staying safe in the workplace or university, to using sensible measures to protect your PC from viruses and hackers ...
the book is a must-see for anyone using the Internet.”
—New Library World
“While the crimes keep the reader glued to the book (I did not put it down until I
reached the end), its real value lies in its advice for current victims, as well as for
those who want to better protect themselves online.”
—The Virtual Chase
“The language is nontechnical and explanatory. There are numerous interviews and
other primary data, illustrating or providing examples for various points ... This
reviewer learned something new from almost every chapter.”
—Journal of Academic Librarianship
“A must-read ... if you are victimized, or know someone who has been, the
resources and advice provided in this book will prove invaluable.”
—Online Magazine
“Filled with easy-to-understand tips and techniques about what to do about junk
e-mail, invasion of privacy, financial schemes and scams, cyberstalking, and the
dreaded identity theft ... a valuable reference resource in any type of library setting ...”
—Journal of Hospital Librarianship
“The writing is clear and aimed at the nontechnical Internet user, with a glossary
defining technical terms ... Internet users should take the advice Jayne Hitchcock
gives and stop themselves from becoming victims in the first place.”
—FreePint
“Reporters are only as good as their best sources. I wouldn’t think of preparing a
story on the latest Internet consumer scam without first calling J. A. Hitchcock.”
—Paul Wenske, Kansas City Star
“Filled with real-world examples, hard advice, and Web pointers. An eye opener for
those who think the Internet is only a virtual world.”
—Vint Cerf
“If you ever find yourself being harassed online, get Net Crimes & Misdemeanors.”
—AuctionBytes.com
“Must Read!!!!!”
—Today’s Books

